FOUR PROBES WERE FIRED DURING THE
MARCH 15, 2008 INCIDENT.

Officer Temores, Sgt. Powers as well as the Palo Alto Police
superiors have asserted that Temores never fired probes from his
taser gun.
1. Officer Burger confirms that four taser probes were fire during the incident with the
paramedics and Sgt. Powers.
2. Officer Wagner states to the Dispatche that Ciampi was tased twice.
3. Temores testified that Ciampi had a puncture wound to his left arm.
4. The medics at the scene confirm that Ciampi had two puncture wounds, one to his left arm
and one somewhere down low on Ciampi’s body.
5. Officer Burger stated at the scene that Ciampi was bleeding from the back.
6. There is photographic evidence of a puncture wound to Ciami’s left arm and to Ciampi’s
buttocks.
7. Officer Burger states at the scene the taser probe in the fence would not have come from
his taser gun because he fired at a different angle.
8. Sgt. Powers collects two taser probes with wires attached at the scene and secures into
property.
9. The taser probes in property are not attached to wires.
10. Officer Temores is seen removing a taser cartridge and or probes from the scene prior to
photographs being taken.
11. Officer Burger is seen holding a third taser probe that is never documented in the police
reports and secured into evidence.
12. Police Chief Dennis Burns has stated that Temores’ taser cartridge was not secured into
evidence and has has been destroyed.

The evidence is that Temores did fire probes from his taser gun. Temores fired
probes from his taser gun and this act was not captured on Temores’ MAV and
Taser camera videos, thus the video footage has been removed. Additionally,
Temores’ taser gun activation report and data port state that he only discharged
electricity one time, thus his activation report has been falsified and his taser gun
data port has been tampered with.

December 4, 2008 Preliminary Examination Transcript.

Wagner asserts that
Ciampi was tased
twice.

Temores’ states that
he believes Ciampi has
a probe lodged in
Ciampi’s body.

Burger confirms with Sgt. Powers that Temores
fires taser probes from his taser gun.

The medics determine in the presence of Ofs. Burger that Ciampi has
puncture “wounds” plural meaning that Ciampi has more than one
puncture wound from the probes. Ofc. Burer does not inform the medics
that they are wrong.

The medics determine determine that Ciampi has a puncture wound to his left arm
and somewhere else on Ciampi’s body indicating somewhere lower than Ciampi’s
arm. Ofc. Burger records this on his microphone yet does not state anything to the
contrary to the medics, and therefore accepts the medics’ findings.

The medics verify
with Ofc. Burger
that FOUR (4) taser
probes were fired
during the incident.
Ofc. Burger records
this onto his MAV
recording and does
not dispute the
number of taser
probes that were
fired.

The medics verify with Ofc. Burger who is recording the medics on his
MAV system that TWO (2) probes hit Ciampi. Ofc. Burger’s microphone
is attached to his body, so Ofc. Burger hears all of this, yet does not make
any indications that the medics a incorrect.

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION TRANSRIPT
On December 4, 2008 Temores testified that one
probe embedded into Ciampi’s arm.

Ofc. Burger makes the
comment that Ciampi is
bleeding from the back within
minutes of Ciampi being shot
with the taser probes and not
Ciampi’s arm.

Ciampi’s shorts are bloody which are not seen in the photo, however the
blood seeped onto Ciampi’s shirt’s tail as Ciampi sat on the sidewalk.

